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IS YOUR CITY SMART?
Cities need to be treated as Small
Business Units.

Income & expenditure to be Remodelled.

Smooth & regular tax collection
system.

To treat citizens as customers
of city services.

Municipalities are under tremendous pressure to continually deliver citizens’ need for
a clean, healthy and safe city.
To match the global standards of basic amenities such as clean drinking water, proper
waste management, adequate power supply and healthcare, city administrations are
under constant financial strain.
For a city to be smart, it must have a robust revenue collection system. Many cities,
unfortunately, lack means to collect and analyze real time data of existing and
emerging buildings and associated utility services, resulting in poor revenue
collection.
Think of a smart solution that helps city administrators take viable decisions easily
through hyperlocal data collection, automatic updates and sophisticated reports and
infographics.

Think of SmartMuTM.

SMARTMU: TRANSCENDING TO SMARTER CITIES
SMARTMU KEY FEATURES:
Defined Workflow

Revenue Collection

At the core of a smart city, lies a strong and intelligent revenue management system.
Transerve’s Smart mu helps pragmatic municipalities in transcending to smarter cities
through its expertise in collecting and analyzing residential and commercial property
data, critical to city tax planning and resource management.
SmartMu is an intelligent revenue and resource management solution for real smart
cities.

City Intelligence - KPIs

It offers - Smart Solutions for Smarter Cities!

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH SMARTMU?
The web based GIS application automatically updates premise data uploaded in the cloud system. It further allows a snapshot view
of the entire data with legends marking categories. The solution allows the viewing and downloading of top defaulter lists. In
addition, visual and taxation details of each premise can also be viewed. SmartMu solutions go a step further by projecting easy-tounderstand graphs and charts, facilitating prompt decision-making.

HYPERLOCAL

REAL TIME

FLEXIBLE

MULTI-USER

INTEGRATION

To the level of each
premise door and
floor

Seamless data
flow with web
application

User defined
templates

Large scale data
collection

Using coordinates,
maps and
photographs
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SMARTMU SOLUTION:
Web Solutions on Cloud:
Our cloud-based web solutions
enable auto updates on your screen
for critical information such as
building information, tax defaulters
and their distribution across the
city along with floor-wise data
visualization, colour legends and
much more at a click or swipe.

Mobile Application:
Get real-time building / floor-wise
construction data on cloud through
our interactive mobile app. Our
mobile application helps surveyors
in conveniently filing new premises
and features directly from their
device to the entire cloud system.

Business Analytics Integrator:
Our business analytics integrator accurately traces premises up to the floor level, leading to efficient Tax collection and generate KPI’s.

A user-friendly management tool, it enables clear understanding of data and empowers
administrative decision-making through highly comprehensive infographics.

OUR KEY CLIENTS:

“

We greatly appreciate you and your team's
professionalism and hard effort put into our
project.
- Ted Park, CBRE Korea Ltd., (Seoul)
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